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E-Trade To Pay $1.5M To Settle OT Suit
By Sindhu Sundar

Law360, New York (February 23, 2012, 5:05 PM ET) -- E-Trade Financial Corp. agreed
Thursday to pay $1.5 million to settle with a proposed class of relationship managers who
had accused the financial services giant of denying them overtime pay in violation of the Fair
Labor Standards Act.

In a motion filed in New York federal court, the employees said the settlement would go
towards two subclasses of employees they asked the court to certify, namely relationship
managers employed in California from 2008 to April 2011 and similar employees in New York
for roughly five years until April 2011.

The settlement amount includes attorneys’ fees and costs, according to the plaintiffs’
memorandum supporting their motion.

If approved, the settlement will conclude a dispute that began in May 2010 when E-Trade
Brokerage Services Inc. relationship manager Hector Palacio claimed the company had
misclassified him as exempt from FLSA overtime wages and deprived him of overtime wages,
when he had worked more than 40 hours a week for most of his time at the company,
according to his complaint.

In an amendment complaint in July of that year, Palacio named three other plaintiffs and
sought claims for past and present relationship managers who had worked at E-Trade call
centers, according the memorandum.

The plaintiffs claimed E-Trade had failed to keep sufficient time and payroll records for its
employees, in violation of the FLSA, and had misclassified them by calling them “relationship
managers,” changing the title from “relationship sales associates,” according to the
complaint.

“E-Trade did not perform a person-by-person analysis of relationship manager’s job duties in
making its decision to classify all of its relationship managers as exempt,” the plaintiffs said
in their second amended complaint. “As part of its regular business practice, E-Trade has
intentionally, willfully and repeatedly engaged in a pattern of violating the FLSA with respect
to plaintiffs and members of the FLSA collective.”

Shortly after E-Trade’s September 2010 bid to compel arbitration with the employees, the
parties agreed to resolve their dispute through nonbinding private mediation, according to
the plaintiffs’ memorandum.

Attorneys for E-Trade were not immediately available for comment Thursday.

The plaintiffs are represented by Justin M. Swartz and Jennifer L. Liu of Outten & Golden LLP,
and Gregg I. Shavitz and Hal B. Anderson of Shavitz Law Group PA.
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E-Trade is represented by Thomas A. Linthorst and Sean P. Lynch of Morgan Lewis & Bockius
LLP.

The case is Palacio v. E-Trade Financial Corp. et al., case number 1:10-cv-04030, in the
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York.

--Editing by Cara Salvatore.
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